Abstract-This letter proposes a model of FAST TCP that captures its dynamics in asymmetric networks. It is found that, as in symmetric networks FAST TCP can achieve stability but its throughput degrades as a function of a measure of the asymmetry that we call asymmetry factor. The theoretical results are validated by simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE congestion control algorithms applied in the current Internet have avoided severe network congestion while the Internet has grown to its present size. However it is well-known that these algorithms do not scale well with the increase of the bandwidth delay product. This is especially important given the expected increase in Internet transmission capacity. To overcome this key problem, the FAST TCP protocol has been proposed [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . The performance of FAST TCP has been extensively studied [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . Although these performance studies indicate that FAST TCP is indeed an important candidate for the future Internet, they did not consider the effect of congestion at the backward, i.e. acknowledgement (ACK), channel. This effect has been shown, mainly by simulations, in [10] , [11] , [13] , [14] to cause instability and reduce throughput for the cases of TCPs Tahoe, Reno and Vegas. Considering these simulation studies, this paper analyses the performance of FAST TCP in an asymmetric network [10] , [12] , [13] environment. An asymmetric network is characterized by having asymmetric links where there is a significant difference between the capacities available in the two opposite directions of the link. Asymmetric links are prevalent in satellite and access technologies [10] . In such asymmetric networks, it is common to have a situation where the performance of a forward flow is degraded due to congestion in the backward direction [12] . This letter provides an analysis of FAST TCP throughput in asymmetric networks, as a function of a measure which we call Asymmetry Factor that indicates by how much the network is asymmetric. Furthermore, following studies of local and global stability of FAST TCP in the absence of feedback queueing delay in [1] , [5] , [6] , here we study the effect of asymmetry on stability. Due to the different size of forward data packet and ACK packet, the queueing delay in the two directions is not the same. We define asymmetry packet ratio (APR) as k P = P b /P f , where P f is a packet size [bytes] from source to link, and P b is the size of a backward packet (ACK packet) [bytes] in the reverse path from link to source. Define asymmetry factor (AF) of a connection in an asymmetric link as
II. THE MODEL
which is the ratio of the transmission time of packets on the bottleneck link on the forward path to that of ACKs on the bottleneck link on the reverse path. As TCP ACKs are much shorter than data packets, k P is much smaller than one [11] . A FAST TCP source updates periodically its congestion window w based on its average Round-Trip Time (RTT) and its estimated queueing delay. Considering the continuous transfer model of [2] , we havė
where w(t) is the source congestion window, γ ∈ (0, 1], and α is a constant. The send rate [bytes/s] of source i at time t is obtained by
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Considering also ACKs in flight in the backward link, the source i packet rate in the backward direction is given by
The source i end-to-end queueing delay, q i (t), includes the forward queue delay and the backward delay. Thus,
Considering a continuous-time model, as in [7] , the queueing delay in the forward direction can be evaluated bẏ
Accordingly, the queueing delay in the backward direction is evaluated byṗ
By differentiating (7), we arrive aṫ
Substituting (8) and (9) into (10) yieldṡ
Substituting (4) and (5) into (11) yieldṡ
(12) Substituting (6) into (12) yieldṡ
Assuming that P f i and P b i are fixed for all flows, henceforth, they will be denoted by P f and P b , respectively. Therefore, we haveq
Assuming τ f i and τ b i to be the same for all flows, henceforth, they will be denoted by τ f and τ b , respectively. Substituting (3) into (14) yieldṡ
Linearizing (2) and (15), at the equilibrium point (q 0 ,w 0 ), where
Taking the Laplace transform of (16), (17) and after some algebra, we obtain
Thus, we can obtain the open loop transfer function from
Using the exponential function approximation
we obtain With regard to the throughput of source i, which is denoted as x i , we have the following theorem. Theorem 1. The throughput of a FAST TCP source in a single asymmetric link is stable and the value at the equilibrium point is
Proof: It is seen that the three poles of (22) are on the left-half plane, so the system is stable in terms of window size. Subsequently, the throughput of a FAST TCP source in a single asymmetric link is stable.
For every sources i in stable status, we obtain i x when k f > 1. Because a source throughput x(i) is the product of source sending ratex f i and the forward data packet size, the following can be obtained
Throughput improvement can be achieved by increasing P f in single asymmetric network when k f > 1 .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we demonstrate the asymmetry effect on the stability and throughput of FAST TCP at equilibrium using NS2 [8] , [9] . To simplify, we mainly investigate the effect of backward capacity when P f , P b , c f are set fixed with a single source. Consider a single asymmetric link network with the following setting: c f = 100 Mb/s, P f = 1000 bytes, 
The result is shown in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 we observe that FAST TCP source is stable and its throughput satisfies Theorem 1. When c b = 0.1 Mb/s, the stability and throughput results are shown in Fig. 3 . The results are consistent with Theorem 1. Fig. 4 shows the throughput results when the packet size is 2000 bytes (only for simulation) and c b = 0.1 Mb/s. Comparing with a packet size of 1000 bytes, the throughput is doubled.
V. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the stability and throughput of FAST TCP for a network with a single asymmetric bottleneck link. Our analysis based on a continuous transfer model, which considers forward queueing delay and backward queueing delay for FAST TCP, has shown that asymmetry does not affect stability. However, the forward throughput depends on the asymmetry factor. The results have been validated by simulations. 
